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ABSTRACT: The role of maintenance as a 'non-esteem' movement inside an organization has
advanced in the course of the last 50 years. Deliberately, it has now turned out to be a standout
amongst the most 'Keen' in Engineering. This is because of the high demands by industry to keep up
the level of efficient production while giving feedback on equipment capability. The new Industrial
Revolution (Industry 4.0) has been driven by innovation propels in sensor and remote information
transmission, which has been received by the individuals who create techniques inside the
organization to give phenomenal levels of equipment information. Dissected effectively, equipment
failures are anticipated with greater precision which will decrease impromptu machine downtime
inside the system. This decrease in downtime will expand general efficiencies which thusly will
enhance organization benefits. This will at that point grow further to contemplate the utilization of
Industry 4.0. This study will be conduct on challenges and benefits of maintenance on industry 4.0
and also how the predictive maintenance are fit into industry 4.0 to all ventures.
Keywords: maintenance;challenges;industry 4.0;predictivemaintenance

1. INTRODUCTION
Meaning of maintenance is the mix of all the technical and regulatory activities expected to retain an
item, or reestablish it to a state in which it can perform a required capacity including
supervision.(International Electrotechnical Commission, 2006). To keep hardware and equipment in
a safe working condition, it needs a basic help or support for substantial and capital-escalated
industry. The key function in sustaining long-term profitability for an organization is maintenance.
(Al-Sultan and Duffuaa, 1995). Industrial revolution pioneered by the German state when the
government collects working groups with the aim of studying next step towards the future for factory
automation. Then it goes out Industry 4.0, which brings the transition to the "smart" industry.
Through the development of this 4.0 industry, data and information can be accessed and controlled
through the internet. Among the smart tasks that can be done is to read the sensor values from
individual machines, as well as for communication with external environment and other assets in
trade. As we acknowledge, our industry has gone through tough times, and is still facing great
challenges. As we try to adjust to the new norm, we must continue to look forward. Poor
maintenance strategies can substantially reduce the productive capacity. As machine parts are taken
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disconnected for overhauling, numerous organizations face the challenge of measuring lost
production time against the risks of breakdowns. So, there have predictive maintenance support
could be an answer or solution.
2. PAPER AIM
This study will provide great explanation on how maintenance is survived in industry 4.0. In other
words, we are going to explain more on the challenges, benefits, and impacts on maintenance toward
industry 4.0. As a high technology world, there are more techniques where refined and implemented
and find the other data or techniques outdated. Finally, this study also will provide better
understanding on how the predictive maintenance fit into industry 4.0.
3. WHAT IS INDUSTRY 4.0?
The fourth industrial revolution, known as Industry 4.0, has inclination to push the limits of science
and innovation. This is particularly valid for the manufacturing business. One of the greatest
challenges facing the manufacturing industry business today is the manner by which to make wise
frameworks for production with "mindful", "self-anticipate and "self-maintain" capacities.
Predictive manufacturing system (PMS) are new intelligent systems that give these capacities in the
creation, procedures and machines. The PMS joins diverse advances and methods: insights,
information mining, displaying and manmade brainpower techniques. These advancements and
strategies are utilized to change over information into data and make expectations about the watched
framework. This paper gives a diagram of the different difficulties and advantages of PMS, with an
attention on progress factors in Industry 4.0.
4. INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
For centuries, products including nourishment, apparel, houses and weaponry were made by hand or
with the assistance of work animals. By the start of the nineteenth century, however, producing
started to change significantly with the presentation of Industry 1.0, and tasks quickly created from
that point. Here is a review of that development.
Industry 1.0
In the 1800s, water-and steam-controlled machines were produced to help laborers. As generation
abilities expanded, business likewise developed from singular cabin proprietors dealing with their
own and possibly their neighbor’s needs to associations with proprietors, administrators or managers
and representatives serving clients.
Industry 2.0
By the start of the twentieth century, power turned into the essential wellspring of energy. It was less
demanding to use than water and steam and empowered organizations to focus control sources in
machines. Inevitably machines were composed with their own particular power sources, making
them more versatile.This period likewise observed the advancement of various administration
programs that made it conceivable to expand the productivity and adequacy of assembling offices.
Division of work, where every specialist completes a piece of the aggregate occupation, expanded
profitability. Large scale manufacturing of products utilizing sequential construction systems wound
up ordinary. American mechanical architect Frederick Taylor acquainted methodologies of
examining employments with advance laborer and working environment strategies. Ultimately,
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without a moment to spare and lean assembling standards additionally refined the manner by which
producing organizations could enhance their quality and yield.
Industry 3.0
Over the most recent couple of many years of the twentieth century, the innovation and make of
electronic gadgets, for example, the transistor and, later, incorporated circuit chips, made it
conceivable to all the more completely mechanize singular machines to supplement or supplant
administrators. This period additionally generated the advancement of programming frameworks to
profit by the electronic equipment. Incorporated frameworks, for example, material prerequisites
arranging, were superseded by big business assets arranging devices that empowered people to plan,
timetable and track item moves through the plant. Strain to decrease costs made numerous makers
move part and get together tasks to minimal effort nations. The broadened geographic scattering
brought about the formalization of the idea of production network administration.
Industry 4.0
In the 21st century, Industry 4.0 associates the web of things (IOT) with assembling procedures to
empower frameworks to share data, examine it and utilize it to direct insightful activities. It
additionally consolidates forefront advances including added substance fabricating, apply autonomy,
manmade brainpower and other subjective advances, propelled materials, and enlarged reality, as per
the article "Business 4.0 and Manufacturing Ecosystems" by Deloitte University Press.
The improvement of new innovation has been an essential driver of the development to Industry 4.0.
A portion of the projects initially created amid the later phases of the twentieth century, for example,
fabricating execution frameworks, shop floor control and item life cycle administration, were
farsighted ideas that did not have the innovation expected to make their total usage conceivable.
Presently, Industry 4.0 can enable these projects to achieve their maximum capacity.
5. CHALLENGES
Here are some of the challenges on maintenance management:
1. The biggest challenge is to ensure the balancing of production schedule and quality with the
maintenance management. Nowadays there is more than one-third from of the firms practice
too much maintenance. By running the early maintenance, this practice can postponed
maintenance operation and indirectly provide more useful information about the component.
2. Aligned with technology development, for the future factory the companies will require to
restructure their organizations away from disparate silos of production and maintenance and
to achieve profitable sustainable manufacturing, see the respective operations as two sides of
the same goal.
3. Big Data is a solving for that traditional data processing applications are inadequate term for
data sets so large or complex. Unlimited data collection without prior consideration relevance
or use has supported technological advancement.
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4. Data from machine had been collected through production system to control the process of
production. The data can be used at that time and then will be archived it. Through this data
system, it can be access for other usage such as to develop other maintenance software,
indicator or for better respond to the production workers.
5. The ability to access the data from the internet of thing through the indirect output will enable
more intelligent maintenance scheduling combined with zero defect manufacturing.
6. BENEFITS
Industry 4.0 is probably going to give various advantages. Investigation will speed product
advancement and later show Original Equipment Management (OEMs) how customer extremely
utilized an item versus how it was relied upon it to be utilized. Information from sensors will indicate
approaches to streamline creation, giving nonstop notices that will be contrasted and a computerized
or digital twin (a stimulation that keeps running at perfect efficiency) to provide restorative data and
predictive maintenance cautions. Increased reality will support productivity and learning, while
machines will help individuals with unsafe or complex tasks and turns out to be more self-governing.
Some of these advances are now occurring on a smaller scale.

7. HOW PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE FIT INTO INDUSTRY 4.0?
Predictive maintenance is support that specifically screens the condition and performance of
equipment typical task to lessen the probability of disappointments. In a perfect world, predictive
maintenance support enables the maintenance recurrence to be as low as conceivable to forestall
impromptu receptive support, without incurring about expenses related with doing excessively
preventive maintenance.
Organizations that utilization new advances for industry 4.0 are more focused on the grounds that
they create at bring down expenses and address client issues with greater adaptability. One thing is
sure that industry 4.0 is coming. Organizations that are set up to execute industry 4.0 now will
effectively shape and lead the change. However, to build up levels of degradation for the machines, it
is fundamental to know the use of the machines and the ‘culture of maintenance’ of the customer
and it is not a easy task (Susana Ferreiro 2016).
The predictive maintenance aims to reduce the resources involved in preventive and corrective
maintenance by increasing a portion of the condition monitoring strategy and greatly expanding the
true predictive strategy using artificial intelligence and machine learning during this evolution of
Industry 4.0.
Some of benefits of a well designed and developed predictive maintenances in industrial 4.0 are:
a. Reduce the cost – By knowing the actual condition of the manufacturing assets, maintenance
activities can be provided at a more appropriate condition (not too late that a failure has
occurred and not too early that a perfectly good part is being unnecessarily replaced). Just-intime maintenance equipment will reflected on it, which the life and utilization of machine
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components will spend in maximizes sizes. The costs associated with ensuring equipment
operates at their optimum efficiencies is now, more appropriately considered to be a value
creator, rather than the more notorious “necessary evil” it once was (Ken Latino 2016).
b. Efficiency of the operational – With knowledge about failure of the equipment that can be
inferred by degradation patterns which allows better scheduling of maintenance and
production, thereby maximizing equipment availability and uptime. Also, other associated
advantages include can reduce the mean time between failures and mean time to repair.
c. Improvement of the product quality– Degradation patterns and near real-time machine
condition estimates can be integrated with process controls so quality of the product is
maintained while accounting for equipment or system drifts over time. Minimize the
implication of product quality deviations in production process control, where the avoidance
of unnecessary rework as the main point.
For yet another huge change in our lives, Industry 4.0 has arrived rapidly carrying with it mechanical
advancements and forcing human nature. Organizations have tremendous chance to enhance their
assembling forms, and updating predictive maintenance support capacities is outstanding amongst
other spots forever sciences organizations to begin.
The period of Industry 4.0 has arrived. Mechanical assembling organizations are confronting solid
request to build their efficiency by acknowledging shrewd production lines and savvy fabricating.
Industry 4.0 additionally impacts forms with the more than absolutely mechanical. New learning,
authoritative structure changes, association with providers, and different effects will sustain the
territory of progress enablement and hierarchical execution. With the all advantage we can get, so the
procedure of the maintenance can be smooth and in addition we endeavor to adjust in this period of
the business.
8. CONCLUSION
The industry 4.0 approach may not advance rapidly, but will grow step by step. The fundamentals
requirement to achieve the path for Industry 4.0 includes highly productive and flexible assembly
capable of handling different variants in compliance with the customer. The main benefits of
implement of Industry 4.0 are competitive strength, flexible manufacturing, individual production,
networked and automated processes and innovation in business. The implementation of Industry 4.0
in maintenance promotes the fusion of the reality and the virtual world.
9. Contribution Note
This work was a MBA class project. The first 3 authors wrote this work; Dr Shahryar was lecturer of
the course who taught and advice the topic.
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